Prepattern in the developing Drosophila eye revealed by an activated torso--sevenless chimeric receptor.
Induction of the R7 photoreceptor cell fate in the developing eye of Drosophila depends on the activation of the sevenless receptor tyrosine kinase in the R7 precursor cell. The sevenless protein is expressed transiently in 8 of the 20 precursors of an ommatidium. Activation of the sevenless kinase in these eight cells indicates that six of them are competent to become R7 cells. To test the competence of all 20 ommatidial precursors in a temporally unrestricted manner we have used a constitutively activated sevenless kinase created by fusing the extracellular domain of a mutant torso protein, another Drosophila receptor tyrosine kinase, to the sevenless kinase. Our results show that competence to develop as neuronal cells in response to sevenless activity is spatially and temporally limited to the cells expressing sevenless. Therefore, the expression of sevenless marks a preexisting pattern of developmental potential in the disc epithelium.